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Heading of Judgment in original suit/ case

In the original court of the Munsiff No. 4, Kamrup, Guwahati 

Present :- Mrs. Achma Rahman, AJS

Dated :- 21st December , 2012

MONEY SUIT NO. :- 189-08

   Sri Bhaben Gogoi .

                                                                                   ….Plaintiff /Petitioner
                                    

                                                          Versus
                                      Sri Sachindra Sarma.

                                 

This suit/ case coming on for final hearing on 10.12.12 ,18.12.12 in the 

presence of:-

Sri R. Das,  Advocate for the plaintiffs.

 And  Sri R.K. Bhuyan, Sri Z Ahsan, Advocate for the defendants 

  And  having  stood  for  consideration  to  this  day,  the  court  delivered  the 

following judgment. 

                                                 JUDGEMENT

The plaintiff has instituted this suit for realization of Rs 75,000/. 

          Plaintiffs case in brief is that, the plaintiff is A.S.I, Assam Police Radio 

Organization and is presently posted at A.P.R.O ,Ulubari, Guwahati. It is stated 

that he lent a amount of Rs 25,000/- to the defendant for the treatment of his 

daughter on 10.05.05. Thereafter, again on 12.05.05  and 16.05.05  plaintiff lent 

another amount of Rs 50,000/- @ 25,000/ each  in connection with treatment of 

his old aged mother and for urgent /imminent exigencies  arising out of   the 

marriage of his sister. It is stated that the defendant acknowledged the receipt of 

money by executing a money receipt in presence of three witnesses.



  It is stated that although defendant had assured to refund the entire money 

within three month from 10.05.05 but he did not turned up to repay the amount 

within stipulated period . It is stated that inspite of several request made by the 

plaintiff and also after receipt of advocate notice, defendant did not made any 

effort to repay the money and as such the instant suit.

     Defendant  filed written statement  denying and challenging inter-alia the 

claims of the plaintiff  and further stated that he had applied for a loan from 

G.P.F, amounting to Rs 10,000/, for treatment of his daughter . It is stated that as 

for granting the said loan some official procedure is to be followed which takes 

sufficient time as such considering his urgent requirement  he approached the 

defendant  for  financial  assistance   for  an  amount  of  Rs  10,000/  and  in  turn 

authorized the plaintiff to withdraw the GPF loan amount after being sanctioned 

in favour of the defendant. It is stated that at the time of giving the authorization 

letter, plaintiff took signature of the defendant in a blank stamp paper affixed 

with  revenue  stamp  on  16.05.05.  It  is  stated  that,  thereafter,  the  loan  was 

sanctioned in his name vide bill No 1004 dtd 14,12,05 and the plaintiff on the 

basis of the authorization letter had already withdrawn the said amount  from 

the office concerned. Thereafter, plaintiff asked the defendant to return back the 

blank stamp paper  to  which plaintiff  replied that  the same has  already been 

torned out and subsequently had used the same to institute the suit. In view of 

the above fact situation prayer has been made for dismissal of the suit.  

          Upon perusal of pleadings of both the parties my ld predecessor had  

framed the following issues.

1. Whether the suit is maintainable in its present form?

2. Whether there is any cause of action for the suit?

3. Whether the suit is barred by law of limitation?

4. Whether the plaintiff is entitled to the decree as prayed for?

5. To what other reliefs the parties are entitled under law and equity?

6. Whether the plaintiff has obtained the signature of the defendant in a blank 

paper affixed with revenue stamp as a proof of taking loan of Rs 10,000/ ?
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Plaintiff examined two witnesses, including himself and exhibited six documents 

whereas  defendant  examined  three  witnesses  and  exhibited  as  many  as  9 

documents marked as ext A to I. 

  Heard Argument forwarded by Ld Counsels of both the parties.

Discussion ,Decision and Reasons Thereof :-

 Let me discuss the relevant portions of evidence on record to decide the issues.

 ISSUE No 1 :-

            Defendant, in his W.S, stated that the suit is not maintainable but could 

not substantiate the same by producing reliable oral or documentary evidence 

and after going through the record I have not found any materials to hold that 

the suit is not maintainable.

   Issue no 1 is, thus, decided in favour of the plaintiff.

 ISSUE NO 2:-

  Plaintiff has stated that he provided three loans for an amount of Rs 25,000/ in 

each  turn and defendant acknowledged the receipt  of money vide Ext 2. It is  

stated that the defendant, inspite of assurance made by him, did not turned up to 

repay the money even did not pay any attention to the plaintiff’s request as well 

on advocate notice sent by him . Whereas defendant denied the claims of the 

plaintiff and stated that he did not took loan from the plaintiff for an amount of  

Rs 75,000/ rather he took financial assistance from the plaintiff for an amount of 

Rs  10,000/-in  connection  with  treatment  of  his  daughter  and  for  that  he 

authorized  the  plaintiff  to  withdraw  money  from  his  G.P.F  account  and 

accordingly,  after  sanction of  loan  to  defendant  from G.P.F  account,  plaintiff 

withdraw the money on the strength of the authorization letter issued by him 

and as such there is no any dues to the plaintiff.

   In view of the aforesaid discussion, it is seen that a bundle of facts have arisen 

between that  parties  which are  in  dispute  and in  my considered opinion the 

same is required to be adjudicated.

    Issue No 2 is, thus, decided in favour of the plaintiff.
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ISSUE No 3:-

            Plaintiff has stated that the cause of action arose on 10.05.05, 12.05.05 and 

on 16.05.05 when loan of Rs 25,000/ was granted to the defendant and lastly on 

9.08.05 when the stipulated time of 3 months from for refunding the total amount 

expired. 

        Perusal of Ext 2, the money receipt, alleged to be executed by the defendant 

showing receipt of Rs 75,000/ reveals that the date of payment was mentioned 

there as three month from 16.05.05 . Perusal of record reveals that the instant suit 

is filed on 07.05.08 and as such it is well within limitation.

   Issue No 3 is, therefore,  decided in favour of the plaintiff.

  ISSUE No 4 and 5 :-

           PW1, in his evidence, has stated that he provided financial assistance  for 

an amount of Rs 75,000/ and paid it in three equal installment in each  time  for  

different purposes ,and that defendant acknowledged the receipt  of money vide 

Ext 2.  It is stated that the money receipt was signed by the defendant in presence 

of three witnesses. During cross-examination he stated that he does not know 

when the daughter  and mother of  the plaintiff  were  sick  and that  defendant 

asked the plaintiff for a loan of Rs 100,000/- in the month of April 2005 and that 

he paid a loan of Rs 75,000/in three equal installments. Whereas in his plaint he 

has stated that he provided three loan amount to Rs 25,000/ in each time to the 

defendant in three different occasion.  He further stated that he paid the loan by 

withdrawing money from his bank account. In his examination in chief plaintiff 

stated  that  on  account  of  authorization  letter  dtd  23.12.05  issued  by  the 

defendant he withdraw Rs 10,000/ from the G.P.F loan account of defendant and 

immediately paid it to the defendant in presence of Lakheswar Thakuria.  The 

authorization letter was exhibited as ext 6. During cross-examination he stated 

that the statement made in his evidence regarding the issuance of authorization 

letter was not mentioned in the plaint as those were subsequent event and that 

he had not prayed for amendment of the plaint to that effect. He also stated that 

he had not produced Lakheswar Thakuria as witness to prove the fact of return 

of Rs 10,000/. 
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           During cross-examination PW2 stated that he was not aware of granting 

loan by the plaintiff to the defendant and that he does not know who typed  the 

money receipt. He also stated that he is a relative of the plaintiff.

             Defendant no 1, Pradip Kr Bordoloi, A.S.I account branch the  official 

witness in his evidence exhibited certain documents in respect of loan granted to 

the defendant from the G.P.F loan account. The loan application dtd 11.03.04 was 

exhibited as Ext A . The loan sanction letter for an amount of Rs 10,000/- was 

exhibited as ext C. Ext D is the entry made in the receipt cheque book showing 

bill no 1004 dtd 23.12.05 for an amount of Rs 10,000/. Ext G is the signature of the 

defendant no 1 receiving an amount of Rs 10,000/ from the office of A.P.R.O. 

DW2 , Dharani saikia ,LDA ,D.G.P also supported the contention of DW1.

         Defendant, who deposed as DW3, stated that at no point of time he took  

loan amounting to Rs75,000/ from the plaintiff and his signature in the stamp 

paper was obtained by the plaintiff at the time of taking loan of Rs 10,000/ from 

the  plaintiff.  He  also  stated  that  in  lieu  of  the  said  financial  assistance  he 

authorized the plaintiff to withdraw the money from  G.P.F loan  , applied by 

him which was about to be sanctioned

             From the documents exhibited by the official witness it reveals that loan 

was applied by defendant as per his contention and the plaintiff withdraw the 

amount  of the loan from the G.P.F fund of defendant on the strength of the 

authorization letter .The receipt of Rs 10,000/ was not disputed by the plaintiff 

but he stated that he had returned the money to the defendant in presence of 

witness  but  failed  to  prove that  he  returned the  money either  by  calling the 

witness or by producing any document.  Moreover  the fact  that  authorization 

letter was issued by the defendant in his favour to withdraw Rs 10,000/- was not 

mentioned  in  the  plaint.  Plaintiff  though  stated  that  the  money  receipt  was 

executed in presence of three witnesses but plaintiff failed to bring the witnesses 

in support of his case. Although one witness, namely, Sri Sibu Malakar appeared 

before this court but his evidence is not found reliable and he is admittedly a 

relative of the plaintiff. This apart, the said witness has stated that he was not 

aware  of  granting  loan  by  the  plaintiff  to  the  defendant.  There  are  several 

material  contradiction found in the plaintiffs  evidence.  Plaintiff,  in his  plaint, 

stated that defendant  took loan in three occasion amounting to Rs 25,000/ in 

each time but in his evidence it is stated that defendant approached him for an 
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amount of  Rs one lakhs and he agreed to pay an amount of  Rs 75,000/-  in 

installments. Plaintiff, in his cross examination, stated that he paid the money by 

withdrawing the same from his bank  account but  failed to produce any bank 

statement to prove his averments. It also appears that plaintiff has claimed that 

defendant took the loan of Rs 25,000/on 16.05.05 on account of urgent imminent 

exigencies arising out of the marriage of defendants sister while perusal of ext 1 

reveals  that  marriage  was  solemnized  on 26.04.05  i.e  the  loan  on account  of 

marriage was alleged to be taken after the solemnization of marriage which is 

highly improbable.

  Defendant  had relied upon the following decision:-

1. AIR 1968 SC 956.

2. AIR 1951 SC 16 .

After going through the judgments,  I humbly opine that under present 

fact  situation  the  decisions,  aforesaid,  are  not  applicable  in  the  instant 

case.

   However  after  going  through  the  evidence  and  the  documents 

submitted by the parties, I am of the considered opinion that version of 

the  plaintiff  are  contradictory  and  less  believable  than  that  of  the 

defendant. Variance between the pleading and evidence of plaintiff makes 

his case less believable.  Moreover it is highly improbable that a person 

would avail three loan from the same person within a span of 6 days and 

would acknowledge the receipt in a single money receipt.  Whereas the 

contention  of  the  defendant  could  not  be  rebutted  by  the  plaintiffs. 

Plaintiff  admitted  the  receipt  of  Rs  10,000/  on  the  strength  of 

authorization letter issued by the defendant though there was no pleading 

of plaintiff  in this regard which reveals that he instituted the suit with 

fraudulent intention.

        In view of the above discussion, I am of the considered opinion that 

the case of the defendant is more probable than that of the plaintiff and, 

accordingly, I hold that the plaintiff is not entitled to the decree as well as 

any relief prayed.
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ISSUE NO 6:-

           PW1 in his evidence stated that on receipt of Rs 75,000/ in three equal  

installments defendant signed the money receipt  whereas defendant has stated 

that on receipt of R 10,000/ from the plaintiff he was asked by the plaintiff to put 

signature  in  blank stamp papers.  From the  decision  arrived  in  the  foregoing 

issues, it has already been hold that plaintiff has failed to show that he lent Rs 

75,000/ to the defendant in three equal installments rather the fact that plaintiff 

withdraw  an amount of Rs 10,000/ from the G.P.F loan account of the defendant 

was admitted by the plaintiff himself.

 Plaintiff  in  this  regard  had  relied  upon  a  decision  of  Madras  High  Court  ,  

Reported in 2009(74)AIC 666  wherein it was held that allegation that signature 

was taken on a blank paper or signature was made without going through the 

contents  of  a  document  -  not  permissible  to  a  person  of  full  age  and 

understanding. 

  In the present case in hand plaintiff could not prove that he paid Rs 75,000/ to 

the defendant  whereas the fact of providing R 10,000/ as loan to the defendant 

on the light of documentary as well as oral evidence has become more probable 

and as such there is every probability that defendant put his  signature in the 

blank stamp paper as a proof of taking loan of Rs 10,000/-. In view of the present 

fact situation, I am also of the opinion that plaintiff is not entitled to the benefit of 

the decision referred by them.

   Issue No 6 is, thus, decided against the plaintiff.

                                                ORDER

          In view of materials on record the suit of the plaintiff is dismissed on 

contest with cost.     Prepare the decree accordingly.

Given under the seal and hand of this court in this 21st day of December 2012.

  

                                          MUNSIFF NO 4 ,KAMRUP,GUWAHATI
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                                               APPENDIX

A. Plaintiffs witnesses- PW1 :-  Bhaben Gogoi .

                                               PW2:- Sri Sibu Malakar 

B. Plaintiffs exhibit:-

Ext 1:- Marriage invitation card.

Ext 2:- Money receipt.

Ext 3:- Legal notice.  

Ext 4:- Reply of legal notice. 

Ext 5:- Counter reply of legal Notice.

Ext 6:- Authorization letter.

C. Defendants Witness :- 

DW 1 :-Sri Pradip Kr Bordoloi.

DW 2 :- Sri Dharani Saikia.

DW 3 :- Sri Sachindra Sharma.

D. Exhibit of the defendant :- 

Ext A :- Loan application.

Ext B :- Note sheet.

Ext C :- Sanction letter.

Ext D :- Entry made in the receipt cheque book.

Ext E :- Relevant entry made in the pay cheque book.

Ext F :- Relevant entry made in the temporary GPF register.

Ext G :- Signature of the plaintiff made in the pay cheque book.

Ext H :- Entry made in the bill register.

                                                                          Munsif No 4, Kamrup, Guwahati.
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 the agreement was illegally registered by the plaintiff without any intimation to 

them.  It  is  stated  that,  the  plaintiffs  and  the  defendants  entered  into  an 

unregistered agreement on 5.02.05, regarding management of the said stall, but 

as per rules for allotment, of Gauhati Municipal corporation, no allotment of stall  

of the whole sale market can be transferred to any other person, so the agreement 

dtd 5.02.05 was never been given effect by the parties . It is further stated that 

defendant  no  1,  by  deed  of  revocation  no  990/2007,  has  revoked  his  earlier 

power of attorney 4212 dtd 5.02.05 and by another power of attorney, deed no 

992/07, appointed defendant no 2 as his sole constituted attorney and has been 

running  his  business  from  the  alloted  stall  no  13.  It  is  stated  that,  by 
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manipulating earlier agreement dtd 5.02.05,  plaintiffs have illegally registered 

the said deed without any intimation to the defendants . 

      In view of the aforesaid fact situation, prayer is made for dismissal of the suit  

and to decree the counter claim.

My ld predecessor had framed the following issues :-

                                      ISSUES

1. Whether the suit is barred by limitation?

2. Whether the defendant no 1 mortgaged/pledged his fish stall no 13 in 
favour of the plaintiff and defendant no 2 for consideration of amount of 
Rs 1,90,000/?

3. Whether there was a subsequent registered agreement embodying the 
terms of earlier unregistered agreement dtd 5.02.05?

4. Whether  the  agreement  dtd  5.02.05 and the  registered  agreement  dtd 
20.02.07 are binding upon the executing parties and is still in force?

    5. whether the agreement dtd 5.02.05  registered on 20.02.07 vide deed no 
1038 is liable to be cancelled?

6. To what  relief  the parties are entitled ?

Plaintiff, in support of his case, examined the following witnesses :-

           PW 1 :- Sri Munna Jaiswal. 

           Pw2 :- Dibakar Sarma, Sub Registrar.       

            

  Plaintiff exhibited the following documents:-

             Ext 1:- Certified Copy of registered deed no 1038/07.

              Ext 2:- Certified copy of power of attorney deed no 992/07.

               Ext 3:-Certified copy of deed No 1038/07.

  Defendant adduced the following witnesses:-

               DW1- Sri Sabhai Kewat.

               DW2 :- Sri Om Prakash Yadav.

Defendants exhibited the following documents:-

Ext  Ka: Agreement dated 20-02-07. 

Ext  Kha: Trade License. 

Ext Ga 1 to Ga 6:- Monthly rent receipt and License fee.

Ext Gha:- Certified copy of deed No 990/07.

Ext Gha-1:- Copy of receipts.
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Ext Sa :- Certified Copy of deed no 2865/07.

Ext Sa-1:- Copy of Receipt.

Exhibit –Cha:- Certified Copy of deed No 1038/07.

 Heard  Ld  counsel  of  both  the  sides.  I  have  also  gone  through  the  written 

argument of the defendants.

 DISCUSSION, DECISION AND REASONS THEREOF :- 

ISSUE NO 1 :- 

       Plaintiff, in their plaint, stated that the cause of action for the suit arose on 

5.02.05, 20.02.07, 2.03.07, 30.04.07 and on subsequent dates. PW1, in his evidence, 

stated that an agreement was executed between defendant no 1  as first party and 

plaintiffs  defendant  no  2  as  second party  on  05.02.07.   The  execution  of  the 

agreement ,dtd 5.02.07, was admitted by defendant no 1 in his cross-examination.

  Instant  suit  for  declaration  is  filed  on  01.03.07  and  as  such  I  am  of  the 

considered opinion, that the suit is not barred by limitation.

.Issue no 2:-

Plaintiff, in his examination in chief, stated that consequent upon arrangement of 
Rs 1,90,000/, by the plaintiffs and defendant no 2 , defendant no 1 executed an 
agreement, on 5.02.05,  whereby he admitted his liability to the extent of Rs 
1,90,000/ and also handed over the possession and charge of fish stall no 13 of 
Paltan bazar Fish Market to the plaintiffs and defendant no 2 . During cross-
examination,  he stated that he has not filed the original  agreement, dtd 05.02.05, 
rather he has filed a photocopy of the said deed and there is no date mentioned 
in the first page of the agreement. 

         During cross-examination,  he stated that they went to the office of Sub-
Registrar to register the deed of 2005 . During cross-examination, it is further 
stated that the said fish stall was runed by the plaintiff and defendant no 2 but 
from last  one year defendant No 1 has been running the stall and the trade 
licence of the said stall also stood in the name of defendant no 1 . He further 
stated that he has not filed the tax paying receipts for the period when they were 
running the stall.

    Defendant no 1, in his evidence, stated that the agreement dtd 5.02.05 was 
prepared, regarding management of Fish stall No 13, but as per terms of 
allotment, made by Gauhati Municipal corporation, no allotment of stall of the 
whole sale market can be transferred to any other persons ,hence the said 
agreement was never given effect and as such power of attorney, being deed no 
4212, was executed whereby defendant No 2 and plaintiff no 2 was appointed as 
his attorney to look after the business. Subsequently, defendant no 1 revoked the 
said power of attorney and executed power of attorney, no 992/07,  appointing 
defendant no 2 as his sole constituent attorney . Deed of revocation is exhibited 
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as ext Gha. Ext unga is the certified copy of deed no 992/07. Trade licence, in the 
name of defendant no 1, is exhibited as exhibit kha.

   plaintiff failed to cross-examine  defendant no 1 regarding the enforcement of 
the  agreement dtd 5.02.07 and regarding the revocation of attorney No 4212 and 
subsequent to execution of power of attorney no 992/07 and as such the evidence 
of D.W1  remained unrebutted to that effect.

           From the above discussion, it is seen that there is no dispute regarding 
execution of deed dtd 5.02.07. Both the parties has admitted its execution 
.Admittedly, the said agreement was in possession of the plaintiffs but they 
failed to produce the original copy. Defendants have stated that the said 
agreement was not given effect due to restriction imposed by G.M.C, regarding 
transferring of allotment, and it is seen that plaintiff failed to rebut the evidence 
of DWs  to that effect moreover they failed to produce either the municipal tax 
paying receipts or any other documents to show that in pursuance to the 
agreement, plaintiffs along with defendant no 2 runned the business at any point 
of time. However the series of Tax paying receipts as well as the trade license 
shows that the said stall was in the name and charge  of defendant no 1.There is 
no materials available to hold that the stall was ever encumbered at any point of 
time by defendant no 1 to the plaintiffs.

     In view of the above, I am of the considered opinion that the evidence 
adduced by the defendants are more reliable and trustworthy than that of the 
plaintiff and as such I am of the considered opinion that the fish stall was never 
mortgaged/pledged to the plaintiffs.

    Issue No 2 is, thus, decided in favour of the defendants.

ISSUE NO 3:-

  PW1, in his evidence, stated that subsequently deed No 1038/07 dtd 20.02.07 
was registered. During cross-examination, he stated that in the year 2005, itself 
he handed over to his advocate the agreement of 2005 and he received the said 
document in the year 2007 after registration . He stated that there is no 
uniformity on typing in para no 8 with the other paras of the agreement and also 
there is less line spacing in para 8 in comparison to the other paras. It is 
suggested by the defendants that the agreement dtd 5.02.05 was registered on 
20.02.07  and therefore the plaintiffs failed to produce the original of the 
agreement dtd 5.02.07, to which plaintiff denied. 

       During cross-examination, he further stated that G.M.C gives allotments of 
stall in the Fish market and the allottee can’t transfer the allotment and allottee is 
only allowed to continue fish business and he does not know if the defendant no 
1 has already revoked the agreement dtd 5.02.07. 

    Pw2, Dibakar Sarma, the Sub Registrar, stated that ext ka is the registered 
deed, beingNo 1038, was registered by him.. He stated that clause 8 of the deed is 
cut by two parallel lines but there is no explanation  to that effect. He further 
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stated that Ext 1 and Ext 3 are the certified copies of agreement dtd 20.02.07. In 
one of the certified copy , Ext 3 para 8 was cut as the original one  but in the 
another i.e in Ext 1  para is not cut. He further stated that in ext cha, certified 
copy of registered deed no 20.02.07 exhibited by the defendants, there is no 
clause 8. Sub registrar further stated that he can,t say as to why and how in ext 
cha there is no clause 8.  

            During cross-examination, he stated that, as per procedure, a document is 
to be presented for registration within 90 days of its preparation and the stamp 
papers, received for the deed shall be registered within 7days/4 months but the 
stamp papers used in ext ka is dated 4.02.05 which was registered on 20.02.07. He 
further stated that the date, month and year was written in different ink, but 
there is no explanation to that effect. He further stated that provision of inserting 
thumb impression can be waived if the persons to the deed is known to the 
registrar and that he don’t know the parties to ext ka. He further stated that he 
can’t remember whether the executants of Ext ka appeared before him or not on 
the day of execution of the deed and that he also can,t  say whether clause 8 was 
there at the time of execution of the deed.

           There is no explanation regarding the cutting of clause 8 from the deed. 
There is also no proper explanation regarding the use  of different ink and 
writing in the date as well as clause 8.Plaintiff himself, in his evidence, stated 
that in the first page of deed, dtd 5.02.07,  there was no date inserted. From the 
evidence as well as perusal of the first page of the stamp paper, used in ext ka, it 
appears that the stamp paper was issued on 4.02.05 i.e one day prior to the 
execution of unregistered deed .Moreover, waiver by  Sub Registrar for the 
thumb impression, in spite of the fact that executants was not known to him, 
makes doubt on the execution of Exhibit Ka .

             From the above evidence on record, it is seen that execution of  ext ka 
becomes doubtful .

      As per section 23 of The Registration Act ,1908,  no document, other than a 
will,  shall be accepted for registration  unless presented for that purpose to the 
proper Officer within 4 months from its execution.

          From the above discussion, it is seen that the agreement dtd 5.02.05 was 
registered before Sub Registrar Guwahati on 20.02.07,  without  following due 
process of law, and that there is no subsequent agreement in terms of agreement 
dtd 5.02.07.

      Issue No 3 is, accordingly, decided against the plaintiff.

ISSUE NO 4,5 &6:-

From decisions arrived in Issue No 2 and 3, I am of the opinion that agreement 
dtd 5.02.05 and registered agreement dtd 20.02.07, are not binding upon the 
parties and not in force and  is liable to be cancelled. Defendant no 1 is entitled to 
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carry on business from stall no 13 without any obstruction /interference from the 
plaintiffs. That apart, defendant is entitled to the cost of the suit.

ORDER

         In view of the above discussions and decisions, the suit of the plaintiff is 

dismissed, whereas counter claim is decreed with cost. It is hereby decreed that 

agreement  dtd 5.02.05,  subsequently  registered on 20.02.07,  be cancelled.  It  is 

declared that defendant no 1 being allottee of Fish Stall No 13 is entitled to run 

his  business  without  obstruction  and  interference  of  the  plaintiffs,  unless 

allotment is cancelled in due process.

   Issue precept to the sub-Registrar Guwahati to note the fact of cancellation of 

the said deed registered on 20.07.12.

          Prepare the decree accordingly. 

                     Given under the hand and seal of this court on this the 15 th day of 

November, 2012 at Kamrup, Guwahati. 

                                                           Munsiff No. 4, Kamrup, Guwahati

APPENDIX

1.Witness for the plaintiff :-

                      PW 1 :- Sri Munna Jaiswal. 

                      Pw2 :- Dibakar Sarma, Sub Registrar.       

2. Witness for the defendant:- 

               DW1- Sri Sabhai Kewat.

               DW2 :- Sri Om Prakash Yadav.

3.    Exhibits for the plaintiff :- 

                         Ext 1:- Certified Copy of registered deed no 1038/07.

              Ext 2:- Certified copy of power of attorney deed no 992/07.
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                Ext 3:-Certified copy of deed No 1038/07.

               

4. Exhibits for the defendant

              Ext  Ka: Agreement dated 20-02-07. 

Ext  Kha: Trade License. 

Ext Ga 1 to Ga 6:- Monthly rent receipt and License fee.

Ext Gha:- Certified copy of deed No 990/07.

Ext Gha-1:- Copy of receipts.

Ext Sa :- Certified Copy of deed no 2865/07.

Ext Sa-1:- Copy of Receipt.

Exhibit –Cha:- Certified Copy of deed No 1038/07.

                                                          Munsiff No. 4, Kamrup, Guwahati
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